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Abstract - Face recognition has been a fast growing, 
challenging and interesting research field in computer 
vision, pattern recognition and machine learning 
communities with real time applications. A large 
number of face recognition algorithms have been 
developed in last decades on both analytic and holistic 
approach of image based face recognition.PCA is the 
linear method based on holistic approach which 
perform  dimension reduction and Gabor wavelet is the 
most efficient method for feature extraction so hybrid 
approach utilize for recognition task. This paper 
explains the reduced dimension statistic for Face 
recognition 
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1. Introduction 

PCA based proposed algorithm is appearance based linear 
method based on  Holistic Approach in which  features are 
extracted by Gabor Filters then dimension reduction is 
achieve by PCA and classification is based on Euclidean 
distance between training and testing images. The major 
limitation of the PCA method is the Large size of 
covariance matrix makes computation more memory and 
time consuming size reduction logic is employed on 
original face image of database. Further if only the LL 
components of each image from face database is applied to 
Gabor filter banks then Gabor wavelets or features are 
extracted then they are applied to PCA for dimension 
reductions then classification with L2 norm is carried out. 

Concept of PCA was given by Karl Pearson in 1901 as an 
analogue of the Principal axes theorem in mechanics and 
independently developed and named by Harold Hotelling 
in the 1930 which was widely used as a tool for 
exploratory data analysis and to predict the model. In 
1986 idea of using PCA for human face was given by Kirby 
and Sirovich. In 1991PCA [8] approach is used by Turk 
and Pentaland  in Eigenface method also known as 
Karhunan-Loeve transform.PCA is the simplest true 
eigenvector based multivariate analyses can be thought of 
as revealing the internal structure of the data in a way that 
best explain the variance in the data. If a multivariate 
dataset is visualized as a set of coordinates in a high 
dimensional data space (1 axis per variable).PCA can 
supply the user with a lower dimensional picture, a 

projection on “shadow” of this  object when viewed from 
its most informative view point. This is done by using only 
the first few principal components so that the 
dimensionality of the transformed data is reduced. Such 
process known as Feature extraction which represents an 
important preprocessing step in the analysis of 
multivariate statistical data. The primary objective of 
feature extraction is dimensionality reduction, that is, the 
attributes of data are combined into a smaller set of 
features. Feature extraction for classification achieves this 
dimensionality reduction by maximizing a suitable 
objective function, thus preserving or enhancing the class 
separability in the feature domain. This process is 
generally referred to as discriminant feature extraction 
(DFE). PCA can be thought of as fitting an n-dimensional 
ellipsoid to the data, where each axis of the ellipsoid 
represents a principal component. If some axis of the 
ellipse is small, then the variance along that axis is also 
small, and by omitting that axis and its corresponding 
principal component from our representation of the 
dataset, we lose only a commensurately small amount of 
information. To find the axes of the ellipse, we must first 
subtract the mean of each variable from the dataset to 
center the data around the origin. Then, we compute the 
covariance matrix of the data, and calculate the 
eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of this 
covariance matrix. Then, we must orthogonalize the set of 
eigenvectors, and normalize each to become unit vectors. 
Once this is done, each of the mutually orthogonal, unit 
eigenvectors can be interpreted as an axis of the ellipsoid 
fitted to the data. The proportion of the variance that each 
eigenvector represents can be calculated by dividing the 
eigenvalue corresponding to that eigenvector by the sum 
of all eigenvalues. Such dimensionality reduction can be a 
very useful step for visualising and processing high-
dimensional datasets, while still retaining as much of the 
variance in the dataset as possible. But PCA suffer from 
major limitations like: 

1. High consumption of time and memory 

2. Hard to scale up 

3. Very small sample to dimension ratio (n/d) 

4. Sensitivity to scaling, light and rotation 

1. High consumption of time and memory :As the face 
image is generally high dimensions which produce large 
size of covariance matrix this issue is resolved in 2004 by 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ellipsoid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covariance_matrix
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionality_reduction
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J.Yang et al [9] introduced the concept of two dimensional 
PCA(2DPCA) to reduced the time and memory 
requirement of the original large size of covariance matrix 
which make size of covariance matrix and the implicit 
eigenvector have smaller dimensions. But need more 
coefficient to represent an image than PCA of [8] by 2005 
H.Kong et al[12] make the concept generalized. To 
overcome the limitation of [9] D. Zhang et al[14] 
introduced the new concept of two directional two 
dimensional PCA (2D2DPCA)which use  two covariance 
matrices two sets of principal directions are obtained and 
an image is projected on both sets of principal 
directions(both side projection).In 2008 Safayani et al[10] 
carried out extended two dimensional PCA(E2DPCA 
)which contain richer information than 2DPCA [9] by 2010 
S.Nedevschi et al [13] combined the both approach[10] 
and [14] Diag PCA and introduced Diagonal E2D2PCA 
which having advantages of both approaches. Author 
shows comparison with PCA and its various variants for 
efficiency, execution time (training set and testing 
set),dimensions of projected matrix and eigenvectors for 
mxn image on ORL database PCA and all its variants 
compute the covariance matrix ,symmetric and with real 
eigen values and diagonalizable by some orthogonal 
transformation given by its eigenvectors. 

2. Hard to scale up: when we add any image to database 
we require to calculate the covariance matrix from 
scratch.To overcome this method many IPCA method 
which not required to recomputed the covariance matrix 
from scratch can be divided into two categories: First 
compute the Principal Components (PCs) without 
computing the covariance matrix [16], and second the 
candid covariance free IPCA (CCIPCA) algo developed by 
Weng at el[17]in 2003which generate ”observation” in a 
complementary space for calculating high order PCs .It 
estimate PCs by Stochastic Gradient Analysis(SGA) [18]. As 
PCs are obtained sequentially and the computation of the 
(i+1) th PC depend on the ith PCand accumulated in the 
process. Although the estimated vector vi(n) converges to 
the PC no detailed error analysis was presented in [17]. 

 3. Very small sample to dimension ratio (n / d) : Weng 
et al[12] definded a sample –to –dimension n/d where n is 
the no of training samples and d is the dimensions of the 
sample space.If the ratio is small it may be a problem from 
statistical estimation point of view. In[12] FRT problems 
generally the images are high dimensions so by reducing 
the dimensions of image we can increase the sample to 
dimension ratio so it can applicable to face recognition.  

4. Scaling lighting and rotation sensitivity: Face image 
can be represented by a combination of large and small 
scale features. Light variations mainly affect the large scale 
feature(low frequency components) and not much affect 
small scale(high frequency components)which required to 
extract to make recognition light invariant. 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) divide the wavelet 
transform decomposes the image into three spatial 
directions, i.e. horizontal, vertical and diagonal. Magnitude 
of DWT coefficients is larger in the lowest bands (LL) at 
each level of decomposition and is smaller for other bands 
(HH, LH, and HL). Face image can be represented by a 
combination of large and small scale features. Light 
variations mainly affect the large scale feature (low 
frequency components) and not much affect small 
scale(high frequency components).Circular Gabor 
wavelets created by Gabor filter bank can resolve this 
issues. 

Design of Gabor filter bank:  

A column vector with length (m*n*u*v)/(d1*d2).This 
vector is the Gabor feature vector of an m by n image.  u is 
the number of scales and v is the number of orientations in 
'Gabor Array'.m x n input image dimensions (rxc) for 
feature extraction and d1 and d2 is the down sampling 
rate for row and column wise so size of feature array is 
1680( ORL) and 2080( YALE) 

u =5 (no of frequencies), v=8(no of orientations) and 
m=14, n=12 ,d1=d2=2(ORL) 

• u =5 (no of frequencies), v=8(no of orientations) 
and m=13, n=16 ,d1=1,d2=4(YALE) 

• the no of scale or no of frequency is  
• fu = fmax/(sqrt 2)^u where u=0,1,…U-1  
• the no of orientation  theta=(pie)*v/V where 

v=0,1,…V-1        

   

Fig -1: Magnitudes  of Gabor filter 

 

Fig -2:Real Parts of Gabor filter 
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1.1 Algorithm  of proposed method: 

 
Fig -3: Algorithm of proposedmethod 
 

1.2 Steps of proposed method: 
Step1: Select the database of face images 
Step2: Perform size reduction 
Step3:Apply DWT to separate LL components from 
reduced dimension image 
Step4: Generate Gabor features vectors for training and 
testing images 
Step5: Apply PCA to training Gabor features vectors 
Step6: Concatenation of  major eigenvectors 
Step7: Subspace Projection of mean subtracted testing 
image and mean subtracted training images 
Step8: Determine L2 norm of subspace projection 
 

2. Experimental result: 
Table -1:Accuracy of  algorithm for 12 PCs on ORL 
No of 
trn 
img 

PCA on 
reduced  
size 

DWT(LL) 
+PCA 
On reduced 
size 

DWT(LL) 
+Gabor 
+PCA On 
reduced size 

1 66.39 66.95 71.67 

2 72.81 72.82 75.63 

3 75.72 74.65 82.14 

4 81.25 81.25 85.42 

5 85.5 86 89.5 

6 93.75 93.75 93.13 

7 94.84 96.67 92.5 

8 95 97.5 95 

9 95 97.5 95 

Chart -1: Accuracy variation on ORL Database 
 
Table -2:Accuracy of  algorithm for 12 PCs on YALE 
No of 
trn 
img 

PCA on 
reduced  
size 

DWT(LL) 
+PCA 
On reduced 
size 

DWT(LL) 
+Gabor 
+PCA On 
reduced size 

1 62.97 65.93 65.19 

2 75.84 75.83 77.5 

3 81.91 82.86 82.86 

4 83.34 83.33 83.33 

5 80 81.33 81.33 

6 93.33 93.33 95 

7 93.33 93.33 95.56 

8 90 90 93.33 

9 93.33 93.33 100 

 

 Chart -2: Accuracy variation on YALE Database 
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Table -3:Various approach statistic 
ALGO Data 

base 
Size  
of Img 

Size 
covar. 

n/d rem
arks 

PCA ORL 112X92 1030
4 

0.039  

 YALE 243X32
0 

7776
0 

0.00192  

RPCA ORL 28 X 23 644 0.621 0.25 
 YALE 25X 32 800 0.1875 0.1 
DWT+ 
PCA 

ORL 14X12 168 2.381 0.25 

 YALE 13X16 208 0.7212 0.1 
DWT+ 
GABO
R 
+PCA 

ORL 14X12 
 

1680 2.381 0.25 

 YALE 13X16 
 

2080 0.7212 0.1 

 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
 From experimental result of table 1 and 2 shows 

significance of reduced dimension which  make PCA  more 

applicable in F.R.T on both  ORL  and YALE  database. 

Computational cost, complexity, memory and time 

requirement greatly decrease. Gabor filter bank of 40 

filters for feature extraction in pre-processing step to 

extract tolerance free local features from face image so 

that it can be applicable to uncontrolled real time 

recognition application under varying light, scaling and 

shifting conditions. 
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